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GQ ( $W_{3}(q)$ )
2. GQ
GQ $W_{3}(q)$ $P_{0}$




{ $P_{0}$ , A} $:=P_{0}$ $A$
( $P_{0},$ $A$ hyperbolic line ) ( )
{ $P_{0}$ , A} $q+1$
$P_{0}$ $q$
$\overline{P}$ $\{P_{0}, A\}\text{ }=$ { $P_{0}$ , A’} $A’$





$(\overline{P}, \overline{\mathcal{L}};*)$ $(q-1, q+1)$
GQ $[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{T}, 3.1.4]$
14
$q$ GQ GQ (AS(q), $[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{T},$ $3.1.5$ ,
3.2.6]) $q$ regular hyperoval $O$
GQ $(T_{2}^{*}(O), [\mathrm{P}\mathrm{T}, 3.1.3,3.2.6])$ 1
$f$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{Q}W_{3}(q)$
$P_{0}$ GQ $(\overline{P},\overline{\mathcal{L}};*)$ $P_{0}=$
$GF(q)(1,0,0,0)$
$\{(\begin{array}{llll}1 0 0 0-\gamma 1 0 0\beta 0 1 0\alpha \beta \gamma 1\end{array}) |\alpha, \beta, \gamma\in GF(q)\}$




$(q, q),$ $(q, q^{2}),$ $(q^{2}, q),$ $(q^{2}, q^{3}),$ $(q^{3}, q^{2}),$ $(q-1, q+1),$ $(q+1, q-1)$
classical $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{Q}^{2}$ dual3
$\mathrm{G}\mathrm{Q}$ classical




1 $[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{T}, 3.2.6]$ $T_{2}(O)\cong P(T_{2}(O’), (\infty))$ “$T_{2}^{*}(O)\cong P(T_{2}(O’), (\infty))$ ”
Regular hyperoval $O$ $x\in O$ $O’=O-\{x\}$ conic $\dot{\vee}J$ }L>\Phi [PT, 322]
$W_{3}(q)\cong T_{2}(O’)$ [PT, 326] $q$ even $(\overline{P}, \overline{\mathcal{L}};*)\cong T_{2}^{*}(O)$






$(s, t)$ GQ $(s>1, t>1)$ $(*)$ $P$
$G$ $|G|=|P|=(s+1)(st+1)$
$P$ $O$ $G$ $P$
$P$ $P=O^{g}(g\in G)$ $g\in G$ $O$
$P$ g\in G
$\triangle:=\{g\in G|O\sim O^{g}\}\cup\{1\}$
$G$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{Q}$ $P$ $Q$
(collinear) ( ) $P\sim Q$
$g\in G$
$\mathcal{L}_{1}(g):=\{l\in \mathcal{L}|l^{g}=l\},$ $\mathcal{L}_{2}(g):=\{l\in \mathcal{L}|l^{g}\neq l, l\sim l^{g}\}$,
$\mathcal{L}_{3}(g):=\{l\in \mathcal{L}|l^{g}\neq l, l\oint l^{g}\}$
$\mathcal{L}=\mathcal{L}_{1}(g)\cup \mathcal{L}_{2}(g)\cup \mathcal{L}_{3}(g)$ , disjoint union.
$l\sim m$ dual
$l$ $m$ (concurrent) ( )
$g\in G$ $G$ $g\neq 1$
$P_{1}(g):=\{P\in P|P^{g}=P\}=\emptyset$
$1\neq g\in G$ $P_{2}(g):=\{P\in P|P^{g}\neq P, P\sim P^{g}\}$ ,
$P_{3}(g):= \{P\in P|P^{g}\neq P, P\oint P^{g}\}$
$P=P_{2}(g)\cup P_{3}(g)$ , disjoint union.




$[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{T}, 1.9.1]$ $(1+t)|P_{1}(g)|+|P_{2}(g)|\equiv 1+st$ $(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} s+t)$
16
$(*)$ (
(g) $O^{x}(x\in G)$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$g$ $G$- )
Lemma 1 $G$ $g$ $u_{g}$
$|P_{2}(g)|=(1+s)|\mathcal{L}_{1}(g)|+|\mathcal{L}_{2}(g)|=(1+st)+(s+t)u_{g}$ .
( { $|g^{G}\cap\triangle||C_{G}(g)|$ [ \vee ‘
Lemma 2 $d:=(s, t)>1$
$g\in G$ ( $g^{G}\cap\triangle\neq\emptyset$
$|g^{G}\cap\triangle^{c}|$ (0 ) $d$ ( $\triangle^{c}:=G-\triangle$ )
( $g=1$ $g\neq 1$ $g^{G}\cap\triangle=\emptyset$ Lemma
1 $0=(1+st)+(s+t)u_{g}$ $d$
$|g^{G}\cap\triangle^{c}||C_{G}(g)|=|G|-|g^{G}\cap\triangle||C_{G}(g)|$ Lemma 1 $d$
$|G|=|P|=(s+1)(st+1)\equiv 1$ $(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} d)$ $(|C_{G}(g)|, d)=1$
$G$ 4
Lemma 3 $d=(s, t)>1$ $N$ $G$ $N\subseteq\triangle$
$d+2\leq|N|$
$1\neq N\underline{\triangleleft}G$ $N\not\subset\triangle$ $N\cap\triangle^{c}$
$g^{G}$ sjoint union Lemma 2 $d$
$d\leq|N\cap\triangle^{c}|$ $\mathrm{I}\in N\cap\triangle$ Lemma 2 $N$ $g$
$N\cap\triangle$ $g^{G}\cap\triangle$ $|N|\geq d+1+1=d+2$
Lemma 4 $N$ $G$
(i) $N\subseteq\triangle$ (ii) $N\#\mathrm{h}p$-group $\vee \mathrm{C}^{\text{ }}\backslash (|N|, |\mathcal{L}|)=1$ .
$N$ ( $s+1$ $GQ(P, \mathcal{L})$ spoead
$\mathcal{L}$ $\mathcal{L}’$ $P$ $\mathcal{L}’$
[ $s\leq t^{2}-t$






$N$ $N$ $\mathcal{L}’:=\{l^{g}|g\in G\}$
$\mathcal{L}’$ $N$ $G$
$N\neq 1$ $\mathcal{L}’$ $\mathcal{L}’$
$|\mathcal{L}’|\leq st+1$ (
$\mathcal{L}’$ spread ) $G$ $G_{l}$
$l$ $s+1$ $|G_{l}|$ $s+1$
$|\mathcal{L}’|=|G:G_{l}|$ $(s+1)(st+1)/(s+1)$ Spread
$s\leq t^{2}-t$ $[\mathrm{P}\mathrm{T}$ ,
1. $\cdot$8.3]( dual statement)
2, 3
Lemma 5 $d:=(s, t)>1$ $g\in G$ 2 3 $\mathcal{L}_{2}(g)=\emptyset$ .
$s+1$ $o(g)$
$l$ $l\neq l^{g}\sim l$ $l$ $l^{g}$ $P$ $P^{g^{-1}}$ $P$ $l$
2 $P$ $P^{g}$ [ $l^{g}$ 2 $g^{-1}=g$ $l=l^{g}$ $l$
$g^{-1}=g^{2}$ $P^{g}$ $P^{g^{-1}}$ GQ
$\mathcal{L}_{2}(g)=\emptyset$ Lemma 1 $|g^{G}\cap\triangle|=(s+1)|\mathcal{L}_{1}(g)|$ Lemma





[PT, 124] $(t, t^{2})$ GQ 3
T $t+1$





Strongly closed abelian 2-subgroup
Goldschmidt [Go] 6
$(P, \mathcal{L})$ GQ $d=(t^{2}, t)=t>1$
$F^{*}(G)$ ( $G$
)
(1) $|G|=(t^{2}+1)(t+1)(t^{2}-t+1)$ $(|G|, 3)=1_{\text{ }}$
$t$ ( $(t^{2}+1, t+1)=1$ or2, $(t^{2}+1, t^{2}-t+1)=1,$ $(t+1, t^{2}-t+1)=1$ .
(2) $p$ $t+1$ $t^{2}+1$ $O_{p}(G)=1$ .
(3) $O_{2}(G)=1$ .
(4) $G$
(5) $F^{*}(G)$ $t^{2}-t+1$ $p$ r
(6) $t^{2}+1$ $r$ t $G$ $r$- $F^{*}(G)=O_{p}(G)$
(7)
[Yo] 6
1 $G$ 3 Lemma 5 3 $s+1=t^{2}+1$
2 1 $p$ $t+1$ $|O_{p}(G)|[] \mathrm{J}t+1$
$|$ Lemma 3 $O_{p}(G)\neq 1$ $O_{p}(G)\subseteq\triangle$
Lemma 4 (i) $s=t^{2}\leq t^{2}-t$
1 $p$ $t^{2}+1$ $|O_{p}(G)|$ $t^{2}+1$




3 $O_{2}(G)\neq 1$ $t+1$ 2 $|G|_{2}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} 2(\#+1)$





$N$ $Sz(q)(q=2^{2e+1}\geq 8)$ Lemma
4 central involution $a$ $G$- $\triangle^{c}$
$|a^{G}|\geq t+1$ $|G|_{2}\geq 2(t+1)$ $|a^{G}|$
[Yo, Step 3]
$N$ $C_{G}(N)$
[Yo, Step 4,5] )
5 $G$
$F^{*}(G)$ $F(G)7$ $E(G)8$
4 $E(G)$ $F(G)$ $F^{*}(G)=F(G)$ $G\neq 1$
$C_{G}(F^{*}(G))\leq F^{*}(G)$ $F^{*}(G)=F(G)\neq 1$
$F(G)$ $p$ $O_{p}(G)$
1,2,3 $t^{2}-t+1$
($p,$ $q$ ) Lemma 3 Lemma 4 $|O_{p}(G)\cross O_{q}(G)|$ $t^{2}-t+1$
$|O_{p}(G)|\geq t+2$ $|O_{q}(G)|\geq t+2$
5
6 $t^{2}+1$ $r$ $G$ r- $R$
$O_{p}(G)$ $1\neq g\in R$
$1\neq x\in O_{p}(G)$ $x$ $g$ $\mathcal{L}_{1}(g)$
$|\mathcal{L}_{1}(g)|=2$ $|\mathcal{L}|=(t+1)^{2}(t^{2}-t+1)\equiv 2$
$(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} t^{2}+1)$ $|\mathcal{L}|\equiv 2$ $(\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d} r)$ $g$ 2
3 $t+1$
( ) $g$ 3
$\tau G$








5 $t^{2}-t+1$ $o(x)$ $t^{2}+1$ $t^{2}-t+1$
1
6 $t^{2}+1$ $r$ } $|R|=(t^{2}+1)_{f}$
$|O_{p}(G)|-1$ $t^{2}+1$ $(t^{2}+1)/\epsilon$ ($\epsilon=1$ 2)
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